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Executive Summary

The main contribution of this report is to provide banks with 
examples and suggestions on how to improve their climate 
stress testing capabilities based on identified good practices 
stemming from the 2022 ECB Climate Stress Test (CST) and to 
support banks in their transitional journey. In particular, the 
necessity to adequately incorporate climate and 
environmental risks in banks’ stress testing frameworks and the 
importance of climate-related data collection are the key 
elements discussed in the report in order to align banks with 
industry best practices and meet ECB expectations.
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Shortcomings from ECB CST

Introduction

5

The 2022 ECB Climate Stress Test (CST) has been instrumental in helping banks to start developing their climate risk-related stress testing capabilities

and it also served as a starting point for the regulator to identify the main issues on which to focus in order to identify guidelines, to be understood

as a useful tool for financial institutions to align with the expectations presented in the "Guide on climate-related and environmental risks“

published by the ECB in November 2020.

The report mainly focuses on three topics covered by the aforementioned exercises:

Refer to the advanced approaches to

internal climate risk stress testing frameworks

with respect to the scope of the frameworks,

the choice of scenarios and the balance

sheet assumptions used.

Climate-relevant data collection and the

proxy methods developed to estimate such

data and covers the following data

categories:

• banks’ income to industrial sectors;

• geolocation of counterparties and of

collateral from real estate portfolios;

• data on GHG emissions of counterparties;

• data on EPCs for real estate.

It covers the transmission channels used in

banks’ models to transmit the climate shock

to credit risk parameters as well as the

approaches identified in climate risk-

adjusted probabilities of default (PDs) and

losses given default (LGDs).

Climate risk stress testing 

frameworks

Data requirements for climate 

stress testing

Integration of climate-related

risks into stress test credit risk 

models

Market risk is not considered in this report, since the methodology used in the 2022 ECB CST was very simplistic and insufficient information

was collected from banks to draw meaningful conclusions. Operational and reputational risk are also not covered in the report, since

they were assessed only in a qualitative way in the 2022 ECB CST and are addressed in more detail in the report on good practices from

the 2022 thematic review.
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Screening Approach for 

Best-in-Class Identification
Climate Risk Stress Testing Framework
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Climate Risk Stress Testing Framework

Screening Approach for Best-in-Class Identification 1/3

7

The institutions should consider 3 key methodological choices during the internal Climate Stress Test framework design.
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Scope of the 
Framework

Inclusion of all portfolio materially affected by climate-related risks

Use of other analytical tools, like sectoral or portfolio deep-dives to define the scope of the framework

Scenarios

Inclusion of both physical and transition risk in the scenarios

Use of scenarios in line with scientific climate change pathways

Complement with internally developed scenarios

Use of more than one transition risk scenario

Inclusion of physical risk events most relevant to the geographies where banks have exposures

Use of different time horizons, also longer than the usual three years

Balance Sheet
Approaches

Use of both static and dynamic balance sheet approaches

When implementing a dynamic balance sheet, use of a more granular (sectoral) approach 

Good Practices Identified
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Climate Risk Stress Testing Framework

Screening Approach for Best-in-Class Identification 2/3

8

As declared in the Guide, the institution with advanced approaches should use the materiality evaluation to determine the CST scope. 

In this way, they can take into account the peculiarity of their business model, operational context and risk profile. 

The asset classes in scope should be the all ones in the banks’ balance sheet, considering the exposure materiality. Analytical tools and 

climate heat maps could be used to define the scope of CST and scenarios.

Scope

The physical and transition climate risks should be considered in the CST framework, as reported in Expectation 11 of the Guide. For the 

transition risk, the best practice is to take into account several scenarios that could reflect the policy environment and macroeconomic 

impacts. Indeed, the Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS) provides three scenario typologies for transition risk:

• Orderly Transition

• Disorderly Transition

• Hot House World

On physical risk, the financial institution with advanced approaches could customize the scenarios to the vulnerabilities of the

geographies where they have exposures using, for example, climate heat maps.

The Guide suggests using scenarios in line with climate change pathways and the NGFS represents the most prevalent source. Different 

banks use a mix of scenarios published by authorities and the internally developed ones, for which it's possible to consider specific 

sectors and geographic areas.

Finally, on the scenario time horizon, the financial institution should reflect how climate-related risk could be translated in the short, 

medium and long term: in general, the short term is used for physical risk due to its nature instead, the transition risk is better represented 

in the long horizon.

Scenarios
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Climate Risk Stress Testing Framework

Screening Approach for Best-in-Class Identification 3/3

9

Static and dynamic balance sheet approaches are used by Financial Institution with advanced methodologies in their CTS 
framework. In detail:
• Static balance sheet approach is helpful for the resilience bank evaluation to shocks in short/medium term scenarios;
• Dynamic balance sheet method is most appropriate for the evaluation of strategic choice in the long term. The quality of 

results is strictly related to the:
• integration of the scenarios’ climate risk factors within the banks’ models,
• knowledge of counterparties’ transition plans,
• approach to the dynamic allocation of exposures (in particular, a granular approach as the sectoral one, is deemed 

as the more, accurate one but itself does not guarantee the robustness of the results).

Balance Sheet Approaches
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Data Requirements for 
Climate Stress Testing

Internal Data

Emission Data – Overview

Emission Data – Summary

Emission Data – Estimating Approaches

Emission Data – Energy Performance Certificates (EPC)
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Internal Data

Data Requirements for Climate Stress Testing 1/6 

11

Module 2 requires banks to split incomes and exposures among 22 selected industries at NACE level 2, covering the high-climate impact sectors

identified by the Technical Expert Group (TEG). In the context of Module 3 physical risk, banks also had to perform a within-country geographical

disaggregation of exposures at NUTS level 3 (Nomenclature of territorial units for statistics).

The following figure summarizes the implemented methodology:
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Information on Industry 
Sector

Gathering of information at initial stage and local level

Implementation of code systems and data warehouses aligned with NACE or with higher granularity

Centralisation of registries and mapping tools

Implementation of checks to ensure matching with FINREP

Information on 
Geolocation

Availability of geolocation data at loan level in internal systems

Assignment of NUTS 3 codes to collateral for all asset classes

Allocation of respective exposure share to the specific collateral in line with COREP

Good Practices Identified
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Emission Data - Overview

Data Requirements for Climate Stress Testing 2/6 

12

In Module 2 banks had to report the 15 largest non-SME corporate exposures for each of the 22 NACE sectors, as well as the counterparties’ Scope

1, 2 and 3 emissions and revenue data. To report GHG emissions data, banks could collect the data themselves, resort to data providers or make

use of estimations where it was not possible to retrieve actual values.

Actual 
Data

❑ It refer to data reported directly by companies in their published sustainability reports or annual reports which is

considered the preferred source of accurate emissions data;

❑ Banks can obtain such information either directly from their clients’ reports or from external data providers. One of the

critical issues reported by the banks is that the legal requirements to disclose emissions data vary between countries and

sectors, making it difficult to access;

❑ Data does not necessarily available: if they are not verified or are not calculated according to recognised guidelines,

such as the GHG protocol, there may be little or no guarantee of accuracy.

Estimated 
Data

❑ The availability of emissions data is indeed limited, in particular for smaller banks or those whose portfolio is mostly

composed of small, non-listed counterparties which are not subject to a requirement to disclose their emissions.

❑ Banks also faced difficulties in developing sound approaches due to:

• the lack of methodological guidance;

• the high heterogeneity of emissions data retrieved from external providers;

• the lack of a common database to retrieve the climate data needed.

As well as for internal data, a schematic summary of best practices is reported in the next slide.
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Emission Data – Summary

Data Requirements for Climate Stress Testing 3/6 

13
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Informed choice of data providers

Ask data providers for details on 
methodologies applied

Identification and further analysis of outliers

Comparison of actual data received with 
other providers or company reports

Challenge estimated data by cross-
checking results with comparable reporting 

counterparties

Actual 

Data

Combination of manual search from 
sustainability reports and annual reports and 

use of data providers

Reliance on additional data providers to fill in gaps

Direct engagement with counterparties via submitted 
questionnaires

Good Practices Identified

Good Practices Identified

Collection of GHG 
emissions data

Preferred Option

Estimated Data

PCAF preferred options

Economic activity-based emissions

Comparable companies

Sectoral averages

Physical activity-based emissions

For banks with advanced approaches, waterfall logic 
with different estimation approaches, considering 

specificities of sectors/subsectors and counterparties at 
a very granular level
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Emission Data – Estimating Approaches 1/2

Data Requirements for Climate Stress Testing 4/6 

ECB has performed a deep dive into the methodologies used to approximate banks’ financed emissions based on the application of the first edition of
the Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials (PCAF) Global GHG Accounting and Reporting Standard for the Financial Industry. Nine different

approaches has been identified in the sample, and are presented following a preference hierarchy as identified in the PCAF methodology.

14

Physical activity-based emissions

Emissions are calculated using primary physical activity data and emission factors

specific to that primary data.

Economic activity-based emissions

Emission factors for the sector per unit of revenue / assets / revenue turnover ratio /

asset turnover ratio. Different approaches are observed from the sample and ranked

from the most to the least preferred:

Revenue-based emission intensity average based on comparable

companies, where comparable counterparties are to intend as close
nature or business;

Revenue-based sector emission intensity average, usefull if the sector is

quite homogeneous and reporting counterparties are

representative;

Revenue-based emission factors, where emissions factors are applied

to the revenues of counterparties with missing emissions data;

Total assets-based emission factors, where emission factor tables are
used to express the amounts of tCO2e emissions per million euro of

assets for a given sector and country;

Highest intensity, used to derive the emissions intensity of the

counterparty with missing emissions data.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Methodologies referenced in PCAF Methodologies not referenced in PCAF

8

9

Scope multipliers

An average ratio of Scope 2 to Scope 1 emissions from

reference counterparties with disclosed data is

multiplied by Scope 1 intensities derived from Eurostat

data in order to determine Scope 2 intensities for each

counterparty with missing emissions data. It does not

account for the specific characteristics to be

considered for each scope and may lead to distorted

estimations.

2019 emissions

If information for the counterparty is available for 2019,

emissions data are used directly as a proxy or, if

available to 2020, emissions are estimated by applying

the incremental growth of emissions by sector from

Eurostat to the counterparty’s 2019 data.
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Emission Data – Estimating Approaches 2/2

Data Requirements for Climate Stress Testing 5/6 

15

Some banks with advanced approaches went a step further with more sophisticated approaches, tailored to the specificities of the sector/sub-

sector and counterparty and factoring in not only economic activity-based factors (revenues) but whenever possible also physical activity-based

ones (production data). Multiple approaches, combined several methodologies and tried to determine the best proxy have been also

implemented.

15

G-SIB approach

A Global Systemically Important Bank (G-

SIB) with the use of different proxies:

• Sectoral proxy based on data specific to

the sector or a stochastic approach;

• Sectoral proxy based on turnover;

• Proxy based on comparable;

• Propagation;

• Highest intensity of the sector, to use
when no other options are feasible;

• Specific proxy has been developed for

the forestry industry due to its specific

carbon profile and the decarbonisation

potential.

The approach considers the most relevant

GHG emissions criteria in the companies’

line of business:

• Non-reporting companies are first

benchmarked against their reporting

peers;

• For each sub-sector the most significant

metrics are identified by applying a

statistical regression analysis and then
considered in each specific model;

• All the companies’ data are quality

checked and may be manually modified

if needed;

• With respect to the estimation of Scope 3

emissions, a combination of approaches

is developed and applied according to

the company and sector.

External ApproachUniversal Bank Approach

A universal bank with a multiple step

approach:

• Step 1 e 2: emission are classified as

actual and are collected from

sustainability reports and annual reports

as well as data from external providers. A

rescale factor is applied in case of lack

of data for 2019;

• Step 3: for each category and each

scope of emissions, a linear regression

model is set up. Results are used to
estimate the emissions of the

counterparty whose data are missing;

• Step 4: estimation based on emissions

and financial data from external
providers, resulting in emission intensity

per euro of revenue.
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Emission Data – Energy Performance Certificates (EPC)

Data Requirements for Climate Stress Testing 6/6 

16

For Module 3 purposes, banks were requested to provide projections on the basis of sector-specific scenarios, with a breakdown of exposures by

the 22 industries and of mortgages by energy performance certificates (EPCs).

EPCs are a key instrument in

real estate sector to help

improve the energy efficiency

of buildings

Also in this case, a summary

diagram of the good practices

identified to collect data on

EPCs and the methodologies

used to estimate such data

when they are not available is

reported

Actual 

Data

Request borrowers to provide EPC data 
at origination or when carrying out an 

annual review or modifying a loan

Retrieve from public EPC registers where 
publicly accessible

Instruct valuers to collect the EPC data 
as part of the collateral valuation review

Good practices identified

Collection of GHG 
emissions data

Preferred Option

Estimated Data
Sophisticated approach: e.g. statistical 

models and machine-learning 
algorithms

Representativeness of the sample

Availability of and easy access to input 
data

Selection of variables to distinguish the 
different markets

Back-testing of model to check 
performance and accuracy

Appropriate governance arrangements in 
place
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Integration of Climate-Related Risks into Stress Test Credit 
Risk Models 1/4

18

New Methodologies and Tools for Climate-Related Risks Assessment

The potential impact of climate-related risks assessment and quantification on credit risk needs new methodologies and tools.

In order to caputer specific climate-related risks’s drivers and to analyze external factors some direct and indirect transmission channels are 

nedded.

Climate stress test needs a mix between climate variables

(for transition and physical risk) and macroeconomic and 

financial variables for the quantification of climate-related

risk impact in a given scenario. These data are  publicicly

provided by NGFS of by external data providers. In additions, 

to better captuer the climate impact, more climate-specific

variables are needed

The range of variables needed depends on 

• The modelling approach;

• The granularity charateristichs of the banks;

• The portfolio charateristichs of the banks.

The firts step is represented by the integration of sectoral and regional dimensions, in align with Expecatiation 11 of the Guide. This

objective must be achieve to capture the potential magnitude of climate-related risks. Then it could bu used some integration at a

counterparty level, and a more advance model that includes asses class level.

For these reason, ECB identifies the inclination to 

combine existing stress test model with newly

developed climate risk models in order to 

cathcing sectoral/EPC level or counterparty-

specific impact of climate-related risk factors.
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Integration of Climate-Related Risks into Stress Test Credit 
Risk Models 2/4

19

Climate Risk-related Credit Risk Modelling

Indirect transmission channels
Existing models (macro variables)

GDP, UNR, RRE, CRE

Calculation of indirect effects of substituting GDP shocks with 
sectoral GVA shocks

Combination of satellite models with existing models to covr
both direct and indirect transmission channels

Direct Transmission channels, new models, climate-related
variables. carbon prices, GHG emissions

Developement of satellite models with inclusion of carbon 
price impact on PDs at a sectoral level

Include adaptation of corporates’ key financial metrics to 
reflect the impact of relevant climate variables (e.g. 
additional cost due to carbon price increases) and 

recalculation of PDs

Developement of counterparty-level models based on 
subset counterparties

Developement of asset class and counterparty-level models

Sectoral

level

Counterparty

level

Counterparty

and asset class 

level

External
providers’ 

models 
incorporate

d into
existing or 

newly
developed

internal
model
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Integration of Climate-Related Risks into Stress Test Credit 
Risk Models 3/4

20

Modelling Approaches Identified

Here an overview of the modelling approaches to integrate climate-related risk factors into the estimation of PDs.

Sectoral Models

Asset class level

Counterparty 
level

Features

This is the first step developed by banks and it has
the aim to integrate climate-related risk aspects into
existing PD models. In these models direct and 
indirect transmission channels are covered through
the climate-rlated variables’ inclusion and through
the adjustment by satellite models.

In this step is needed to identify most vulnerable
counterparties to climate-related risks. At this level,
different techniques are used: for example, most
banks use carbon prices as a key factor to render
transition policicies into price implications.

This approach includes the asset class dimensions
and it is charaterized by different approaches. This
model is combined with the counterparty-specific
models through interal models or using external data
providers.

In addition to PDs approaches, also LGDs should

be considered as a key parameter to caputre

climate-related risks. However, ECB observes that

during stress test exercises lots of baks are at an 

early stage in LGDs estimation.

• Long-term approach and the integrations of a dynaimic

balance sheet: this practice is different in terms of progress and 

sophistication. In this respect ECB observed different

approaches to take into account long term. For example, 

banks with advances approaches extended short-term credit 

risk models for the longer time horizon on a year-to-year basis, 

becoming abel to provider climate-related risk stress factors

and projected credit risk metrics at an annual frequency at a 

sectoral and EPC level.

Long –Term Approach
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Integration of Climate-Related Risks into Stress Test Credit 
Risk Models 4/4

21

Modelling Risk Mitigation

According to ECB most banks did not include private insurance/national compensation schemes into their projections
beacuse these information are not available. 

In this respect, banks should outline their assumptions on the role of private incusrance/NCSs. For this reason, ECB identified a 
common practice used in flood scenario where banks includes projections not considerating the NCS effects. There are 

different schemes between countries, but for the esimations of NCS impacts the ECB observed that some banks estimated
past acute physical risk events for the coverage, including coverage assumptions in order to reduce the real estate price 

shock. Thus the unsurance coverage is a mitigating factor to real estate shock, resulting from a reduction in LGD.

Effort and Reserach

For the lack of data available, banks should increase their efforts in order to have relevant informations at a granular 
level with the aim to find a consistent methodology for risk mitigants assessment into their modelling.
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Conclusions

23

The ECB’s 2022 climate stress test was a useful learning exercise for banks and supervisors and helped identify good practices which should serve 

the industry in advancing in their climate stress testing capabilities and further aligning with supervisory expectations.

Findings

• The exercise showed that banks have made 

considerable progress in their climate stress testing 

capabilities, despite its innovative and pioneering 

features. 

• It also revealed numerous deficiencies, data gaps 

and inconsistencies between institutions in terms 

of data sources, estimation methodologies and 

quantification of the impact of climate-related 

risks on their exposures.

• The ECB finds that institutions that are more 

advanced in their data sourcing approaches and 

estimation methodologies for climate data are 

also more advanced with respect to quantifying 

the impact of climate-related risk on their 

exposures.

Expectations

• Climate and environmental risks will remain key 

priorities of the ECB and other European authorities 

and banks are expected to be able to properly 

manage their climate and environmental risks by 

the end of 2024. 

• Customer relationships will remain key to 

continuing to close data gaps over the next years.

• the ECB expects institutions to extend their 

modelling capabilities to a longer time horizon to 

be able to quantify long-term climate-related risks 

and to review results against their climate strategy 

and risk appetite. 

• Supervisory climate stress testing will remain a key 

tool to assess the vulnerability of banks to climate-

related risks but also the progress banks make over 

the next two years.
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